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12/02/04
Falcon 4.0/SP3 Campaign Mission Report #73
OPERATION ROLLING FIRE 
DAY 6 – 1945 HOURS

Campaign Status:

The resurgence of enemy aircraft activity continues. Though it is draining resources from the
intended goal of taking Wonsan, allied pressure must continue to be directed toward regaining 
complete air superiority. 

Objective:

With the successful F-111 strike against Toksan we can anticipate a slight decrease in enemy air 
activity over the eastern edge of the FLOT. During the F-111 strike we noticed a massive enemy
presence on the ramp at Mirim air-base, which we were unfortunately not able to take-out due to 
the extreme high threat environment:

It is our desire to hit the ramp at Mirim in an effort to destroy as many of the massed Su-27s and 
MiG-29s as we can. The target is just too lucrative to ignore.

Planning/preflight:

We will be flying in a 2-ship flight of F-16CJs from Seoul on this strike. Load-out will consist of 2
HARM missiles in an attempt to destroy some of the SA-2 protection around Mirim and the
greater P’yongyang area. Additionally we will carry 4 JSOWs which will be targeted at the multiple
ramp areas at Mirim, hopefully catching a fair number of enemy fighters on the ground:
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AWACS is showing extremely heavy enemy air activity over the entirety of the area north of the 
FEBA:

Debrief:

As take-off time rolls around the excitement builds. The prospect of hitting a full ramp of Su-27s
and MiG-29s is an exciting one! The tower soon clears us to taxi and shortly after clears us for
takeoff. My wingman pulls up beside me as I push the power smoothly forward into afterburner:
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After cleaning up and pointing our noses to the north-northwest I quickly see that AWACS wasn’t
lying with their assessment of the big picture during the intel briefing. Multiple fighter and attack
units are airborne on our flight route. The majority of the contacts are enemy fighters, no doubt
stirred up by our earlier strikes against their airfields:

Approaching the FEBA it soon becomes readily apparent that I’m both outnumbered and
outgunned as multiple Su-27 contacts fill the threat receiver and they start aggressively painting
me. Fortunately I’m very close to friendly territory and my call for help from AWACS is
immediately answered by a friendly flight. Soon F-15s and other F-16 flights appear to help even
the odds:
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What ensues will probably be remembered by me as the most incredible meeting of two forces
that I’ve ever witnessed in any sim. The F-15s and -16s start with a classic long range missile
engagement against the various enemy aircraft, who answer in kind. Missile trails arc across the
skies and smoke puffs and burning wreckage fall from the skies for many minutes. I turn and join
my allied partners and add my flights AMRAAMs to the cause. Picking out a contact from the mass
of enemy returns I lock my AMRAAM on one contact and give my wingman the CHAINSAW
command. Locking a second target I launch one of my AMRAAMs followed a few seconds later by
a “Mad Dog” AMRAAM that I know is aimed at the group of enemy fighters without any allied
flights between us:
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Both my targeted AMRAAM and my unguided AMRAAM home in for kills, splashing two MiG-29s:
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One of the fighters (I’m not sure if it was a MiG-29 or Su-27) gets a long range AA-10 off at me
which I’m just barely able to outdistance as I turn south and bend the throttle forward:

After scurrying to the south, the long range dual between enemy and allied aircraft enters a new 
phase as they close to heat seeking missile range. The engagement is dizzying and any attempt
to make sense of it is very difficult. Both sides merge and the air is filled with missiles and cannon
fire. 

I turn back to the north to re-join the fray and call my wingman but he doesn’t answer. I later
learn he has been felled by the first missile exchange. With no long range missiles left I carefully
assess the situation using a combination of radar imagery and AWACS information and pick a
good gap to re-enter the engagement. A spot a lone MiG-29 moving left to right across my radar

d  h  h  i  f d  h  fli h  f F 16  F li   bi  k d b   
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The first Sidewinder tracks beautifully in a bit of lag pursuit and soon a puff of smoke appears 
behind the MiG. Seconds later the second missile slams into him putting an exclamation point on
the kill!
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I query AWACS to the nearest threat and find danger very close by at 4 miles. Too close to flee I
turn into the contact as I pull up my canon and quickly padlock the threat. In seconds we flash by
one another and I don’t even think to punch off all the crap hanging on my wings. I hear the
groan and snapping of metal as multiple warning lights illuminate in my cockpit alerting me to the
stress I’m putting on the airframe with the high-G maneuvering:

After a single set of scissoring moves I’ve bled off a ton of speed but find myself on the MiG-29s
six o’clock! If I can just close the distance a bit I have a good chance at a guns kill. Just as that
thrilling thought crosses my mind a missile comes zipping in from the left smashing into the MiG
and setting him ablaze!
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Hey, I’ll take all the help I can get! Once again I put in the burner to extend to the south and get
out of the massive fight. My flight south doesn’t go unnoticed however as an Su-27 launches yet
another AA-10 at me which I again manage to outdistance. Later analysis also shows an AA-11
was launched at me which I never saw, nor tried to spoof.

Circling back around after making some distance to the south I hover on the edge of the battle
and try to figure out what I want to do. Watching the radar I soon spot another “solo” MiG-21
down low and I wonder if I can slide in behind him before he spots me. Within a minute I’m inside
of 5 miles and soon I’ve got him padlocked. Closing on him from behind I let off an early burst of
20mm. My shots miss and he breaks hard right and punches off his tank. My closure is so high
that I know I’m going to overshoot him so I bunt the nose slightly and hold my trigger down
hoping to hose him as I pass under him:
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managed to hit him! He rolls over and plows into the terrain just a couple hundred feet below.

Pulling up and away from the ground I breathe again and grin at the fact that I’ve survived this
mission this long! Taking a glance at my fuel gauge I know that I’ve been using prodigious
amounts of fuel while using afterburner. With about 2000 pounds showing I figure I should
probably hit the tanker since I still have 2 HARMs and a full load of JSOWs on the racks (stupid
me!):

I ask AWACS for a vector to the tanker and climb to rendezvous with him. After requesting fuel
and opening my fuel port I slide into place behind him as he starts a turn in the tanker track. I’m
a bit jumpy and end up falling off the boom about four times, but eventually get my full 7200
pounds of fuel:

* Again I’d like to mention my tip of using the “one click up view” for refueling, which places the
HUD in the bottom of the screen and allows you to fully see the tanker. Additionally, select the
CRUS page on the ICP then hit the SEQ toggle switch to get the HOME fuel page on the ICP
digital display. Now at the bottom of the screen on the ICP read-out you will have a make-shift
“fuel gauge” that winds up rapidly as you take fuel. It will show you how much fuel you are taking
and how much longer you need to stay on the boom. *

With a full tank I ease off the boom, close my fuel door and head back toward the FLOT hoping to 
get my strike in:
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The air battle seems to have wound down as both sides retreated to lick their wounds. I’ve found
that F4 often has these vicious bouts of activity followed by lulls in which new sorties are
launched and aircraft finishing their missions recover to home bases. I’ve caught one of these
lulls and manage to close pretty easily toward the primary target: Mirim air base. Pulling up my
Harm Targeting Display I pick out an emitting SA-2 site and wait for the range carat to drop into
the launch zone:

Soon the circular cue in the HUD starts flashing indicating I am in range for the HARM launch. I
press the pickle button and wait for the “whoosh” of the missile leaving the rail:
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And wait…and wait. Nothing happens. Jabbing the pickle button again nothing happens. Still
closing on the SA-2 site I’m getting dangerously close and know the SAM site might launch at any
moment. Taking a second to verify my weapons settings I assure that a missile is selected and
the power is ON, but nothing I do will release the weapon.

Pulling away from the target I head back to home base. I figure that in all the high-G yanking and
banking I’ve caused too much damage to launch my ground ordnance. Pulling up my BIT page
seems to verify that, with two different SMS fault messages:

To add insult to injury I botch my landing back at Seoul and end up damaging the landing gear:
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Conclusions:

The mission is a mixed bag of success and failure. We definitely destroyed some aircraft, just not
in the fashion we had intended, destroying them in the air rather than on their ramp! I managed
to shoot down four aircraft and finally got a cannon kill on a fighter. My wingman wasn’t as lucky
and only managed to bag a single MiG-19SF before succumbing to the massive opening missile
exchange:
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It would have been nice to get my HARMs off and at least degrade the air defenses a bit but just 
surviving this mission was a bonus. The massive scale of the air-to-air engagement was
incredible in this mission. I credit the AWACS for keeping me aware of the nearest threats and
my radar for filling in the gaps. 

A post-flight look at the intel graphs show that in the past couple hours we’ve started a drastic
and significant downward spike in enemy air assets. Hopefully through combined air strikes and
aggressive sweeps we can continue that trend:

This was a great mission even though it ultimately was a failure.

BeachAV8R

12/02/04
Falcon 4.0/SP3 Campaign Mission Report #74
OPERATION ROLLING FIRE 
DAY 6 – 2115 HOURS

Campaign Status:

Unchanged. Allied offensive counter air operations continue.

Objective:

In a follow up to Mission #73, we will once again attempt a strike on the ramp at Mirim air base 
using the same profile as the previous mission.
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Planning/pre-flight:

We will be flying the same profile with the same ordnance as Mission #73.

Debrief:

Once again we take off from Seoul looking to get our strike in against Mirim. Though the picture
is not nearly as busy as the previous mission, there is still a fair amount of enemy air activity 
coming down from the North. 

The first target we come upon is a lone Il-28 strike aircraft. He is unescorted and in an effort to
save my air-to-air missiles I simply roll in behind the “Beagle” and shoot him down in rather
unsporting fashion using my cannon:
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I soon have two missiles in the air, both of which find and kill their targets:
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In a great show of cooperation my wingman and I both down two MiG-29s each, killing the entire 
4-ship flight in a couple minutes. 

With the -29s dispatched I pull up and start to think about the ground attack. Suddenly my
wingman shouts “break right”. Knowing this is the cue that an IR missile has been fired at me I
do as he says but before I can even hit the flare button my airframe takes a hit and I’m rolling
uncontrollably onto my back. Testing the controls once more I assure myself that I have no
control of the jet and I pull the ejection handles:
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Conclusions:

Well this was a short mission! This just shows how you can lose sight of the big picture when you
get focused on a task. I was engrossed in engaging the higher threat MiG-29s and allowed the
MiG-19s to sneak into the dogfight without even realizing it. A PL-7 missile is just as deadly as an
AA-10 or AA-12 if it hits you! My wingman was also downed a few seconds later. Obviously this
mission was a total disaster. 

BeachAV8R

--------------------




